
Sarah Norsworthy
Oil Painting 2
Spring Quarter Materials List

Artist and Craftsman is a great local store to buy from in the U-district, as well as Dick Blick.
I’ve also saved money buying materials from Jerry’s Artarama on-line, just expect orders to take
a couple of weeks.

Materials:

Oil Paint: Student Grade, Gamblin 1980 brand is a great option or Winton
One 150 ml tube titanium white
Set of 37 ml tube paints student grade-- cad red, ultramarine blue, cobalt blue, ivory black, cad yellow
light, yellow ochre, burnt sienna, quinachridone red,
optional colors: raw sienna, sap green, manganese blue hue

Bristle Brushes – if you find a bag of cheap sale bristle brushes that has a good variety that can
work rather than picking out individual brushes
Filbert, size # 2, #8
Round, size #2, #4, #10
Flat, size #8, #12
1 household brush (cheap chip or black foam brush is fine) 1.5”-3” for gesso
3-4 palette knifes, trowel style
1 small diamond shape, 1 medium diamond shape, one longer style optional

Mediums and Primer
Gamblin linseed oil 8 oz.min
Gamblin Coldwax medium 16 oz. min
Gesso 16 oz. min

Supports
pad watercolor paper (small, or medium/large and divide paper for smaller pieces)
Student’s preference on panel or canvas or a mix of both. We will be working for 10 weeks and will
use at least 4 medium sized surfaces (16” or larger) and 2 smaller surfaces, but flexible with regard
student’s individual pace and scale preferences.
Other
1 coil brush cleaner jar (or homeade cleaning jar with wire coil or tin can inside jar with holes in it)
1 squeeze bottle with cap (at least 8 oz.)
Paint scraper (only if you use a glass palette)
Disposable latex gloves
painters tape or white artist tape
pad of disposable palettes (or a small glass palette about 12” x 12)
1 drawing board (can be made from a piece of masonite to accommodate 18 x 24 in. paper)
Rags made from old t-shirts or a roll of shop towels (not provided in kit)
Optional for drawing and note taking:
1 small notebook
1 pencil and eraser


